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About This Game

May the best story win! Enter the medieval world of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, where your journey, and the stories you tell,
will change history.

The Road to Canterbury is a 175,000-word interactive medieval adventure novel by Kate Heartfield, where your choices control
the story. It's entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

London, 1375. The Black Prince of England is dying, and peace with France hangs in the balance.

You are a young pauper on a secret mission. Join a pilgrimage to Canterbury with the powerful noblewoman Philippa de Roet,
co-sister-in-law to the Black Prince, and Philippa's husband, Geoffrey Chaucer himself, the customs agent, spy, and occasional

poet. Your mission is to persuade Philippa to change the course of history.

You'll fight raiders and knights, aid or foil an assassin, fire up a peasants' revolt, and change your luck for the better or worse.
And of course, there's a storytelling contest with a big prize--one you intend to win.

 Play as male, female or non-binary, and as gay, straight, bi, asexual and/or aromantic

 Travel the ancient route of Watling Street from Southwark to Canterbury
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 Win a prize in the storytelling contest

 A quest, a joust, a trial by combat? All in a week's work

 Persuade an influential noblewoman to change her politics

 Find love with a knight, a squire, or a traveler from distant lands

 Become a knight, or the head of an abbey, or a powerful player in London's merchant guilds

 Solve the mystery that haunts your family

 Declare your loyalty to England or to France and determine the outcome of the Hundred Years' War

The Hundred Years' war is heating up: will you stoke the flames on the Road to Canterbury?
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This is a good game for when you want something relaxing that doesn't require too much thinking. It's just walking and listening
to a story that is interesting enough. Also easy 100% achievements.

Edit:
I played earlier games from the same developer and this one is definitely an improvement compared to those. This is longer, has
a proper story, the voiceover is done by a native speaker, and there are subtitles.. 0.99$ for 3 tracks is a pretty solid deal in the
grand scheme of things. All are on the upper end of the CKII music..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. It's not a bad game by any means but it's probably the
least tactial of the Rainbow Six games. I think a lot of the gameplay can be really fun but the story is basically not even a thing,
John Clark explains most missions before you go in and it's so short and fast and you can't choose the crew that comes with you.
I never got to play the multiplayer to this game because the servers are down. The missions can be fun but the game is pretty
disappointing, it's a lot of run and gun rather than plan and play carefully. I've played Rainbow Six 1, Rainbow Six 3 and it's add-
on, Rainbow Six Lockdown, and Rainbow Six Vegas 1 and 2, and this one is the worst. The AI over all is pretty bad, I've killed
my teammates by mistake because they run right into my bullets. I do have to say that some of the missions are pretty cool and I
did have fun with some parts so this game isn't a bad game, just the worst of the series. I'm not going to say "do not buy the
game" because it can be fun and I don't hate it I just don't think it's very good, but if you want a good Rainbow Six game go buy
either Rainbow Six 3 Raven Shield or Rainbow Six Vegas 2 and not this one.. One of those are hard to do , with horror hospital
it kinda freak out at me .

But GG :). Played this back in the day when it was called Stalker Online, and it's still fun to kill Russians, and the best part is
that you can't even understand what they say after you kill them so its a complete mystery, but there is more English players now
since its on Steam.

Great time just for the pvp, and exploring.. I mean its a game thats for sure. If you want to spend a dollar on it go for it but i
only spent .49 so I am not going to refund it but that doesn't mean I plan on playing it past the 33 minutes I have.. What the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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I DIDNT WORK
THE NEW HEROES DLC DIDNT WORK
DONT GET IT. Game is very hard, but if you are into that sort of thing push past it - I think you will find that this game has a
nice flow.

Speed runs feel a bit different compared to other sidescrollers - the developer seems to want you to make many small pauses
during your run.. Fun little game. Very solid even if it's still fairly small in scope. Normal difficulty was a breeze, but it seems to
scale well on the higher difficulties, and arcade mode is fun and will overwhelm you eventually.

Micromanaging could stand to be a little easier, but not a big deal since you don't really need it below impossible difficulty.

Worth buying using the "is it worth buying instead of going to see an equivalent number of movies" scale.. You get one track.
You cannot do Time Attack or hot lap or Time Trial...whatever it is called. You get your choice of six teams, format is not the
same as the one that took place in 2016, nor are all the riders available. The format does not run the same as the actual SMX
Riders Cup either. While this track can be fun at times, and it is quite enjoyable lapping riders, it also seems to be very glitchy.
Sometimes I think I'm playing Mario Kart with the weird events that will happen. There is a double that forms odd ruts that will
flip your rider on landing. There is a turn that the AI often fail to negotiate . This results in you being punted off the track while
they continue on. I've been pushed very wide for the holeshot more times than I can count, though that one is just the overall
AI's failure to notice you exist at times and exists in all game modes. And, supringsly, when riding in MX2, I will have Tim
Gasjer all up on me for the entire race, but not MX1, despite my lap times being less than a second apart. And sometimes I will
crash out of nowhere, several times mind you, when attempting to pass a rider. I doubt rubberbanding AI, but....completing a
perfect season on Realistic with no rewinds and restarts was easier.

Milestone doesn't seem to add much DLC to their MXGP series, and I guess I should be thankful for a track that causes me to
swear more than..., I don't know, Gordon Ramsey? But, despite the sometimes fun nature of a pseudo SX track, it's not worth
the money or glitches. If you must have it, I'm sure after time it will go down to a sum that is reasonable to part with..... This
game is  amazing .
-The graphics are beautiful
-The handling is demanding
-A lot of muliplayer gamemodes (f.e. Pursuit, Doppler, Team Matchmaking, Fullspeed, tech, fun/lol/mini)
-Huge Editor to build awesome tracks
-Solo campaign
-Workshop (tracks and car models)
-Free title packs with much additional content (RPG/ F1/...)
-Competitions supported by the ESL
and more than 1.000.000 players :). Comit the Astrodian 2 is reminiscent of Sonic the Hedgehog.

You are a little brown ball who likes to run around collecting yellow stars, with an occasional red star thrown in for a bit of
variety.

There is some Sonic-style music that constantly plays in the background (I'm pretty sure that the guards play this music for
hours on end to prisoners at Guantanamo Bay, as a form of inhumane torture).

The game is designed for a controller, although it can be played with a keyboard as well.
However, at this stage, the keys cannot be changed.

If you liked playing Sonic the Hedgehog, then this might be a good game for you.
But I just found it annoying and boring.
I'm guessing that this is not my type of game.
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